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• Perfect for beginners • Easy to use • Very
high quality images • Packed with 12 image
manipulation tools • Comes with two modes
of manipulation: 1. Normal 2. More advanced
• Store and export your images •
Automatically optimized for iPhone, iPad, and
iPod touch. • Fast delivery (US) You should
know: • This is a simple tool, but don’t expect
a lot of flexibility. • If you’re an advanced
user, then you will need to take some time to
get used to this software. • This is not a
graphics design application. • Don’t forget to
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download the iOS app and follow the
instructions on how to download and activate.
• Images displayed in the preview will only be
as large as the screen. • You can preview
your images in the iPhone application by
simply launching the app and tapping on the
images. • You can also send a copy of the
images you’re editing to the iPhone’s camera
roll. • The camera roll is a storage folder that
holds photos, videos, audio, and text files. •
You can also post your photos to Facebook,
Twitter, and Tumblr. If you have any
questions about our iOS app or you need
assistance with our software, please contact
us. We would be happy to help! Contact us:
imagingapps@terra.co All the best, Terra
image editing Editing, in linguistics, is the
alteration of a speech or written text. In the
context of film, visual effects in motion
pictures are editing. Various styles of editing
are common in movies: The most common
form is the straightforward cut and montage
in which several shots are juxtaposed and



then lingered to emphasize their
juxtaposition. Editor cuts are done to show
events that occurred after the preceding
scene. Another common type of editing is the
cross-cut, in which two or more shots from
two or more different angles are juxtaposed in
such a way that the editing creates the
impression of a
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1. Easy to use graphical user interface. 2.
Importing large images from both local and
remote folders are supported. 3. Support 15
online stock sites to provide the latest and
most popular images. 4. Easily manage and
update the images and remove them at any
time. 5. Many filters, add effects like vignette,
cutout, negative, saturation, hue etc. 6.
"Stamp out" a paper-like texture to the
background, add any photos to the stamps as



frames. 7. Saving the image in format
compatible with SD card, micro SD card,
MMC card. 8. Overlay two images, or join two
images into a layered graphic. 9. Drag and
drop images to the timeline. 10. Support
batch processing. 11. Adjusting the
brightness, contrast and saturation and so on.
12. Export to JPEG, PNG, GIF, BMP, RAW,
TIFF, and DCO formats. Great Photo Editor is
an easy to use image editor that you can use
to edit and transform digital photos. This
powerful image editing software currently
comes jam-packed with twenty easy to use,
and very high quality image manipulation
tools to allow you to finally create
professional quality images and graphics in
less than 20 seconds! All without having to
study a manual or taking some online tutorial
course. Better yet, store and export your
images to share with friends and family, or
create your own graphics business and
quickly be able to complete and exceed the
expectations of customers to be able to



receive high quality images at an affordable
price. From color and shading manipulation,
to size and angle, and even dropping turning
your images into filmstrips, polaroids, stamps,
and more. KEYMACRO Description: 1. Easy to
use graphical user interface. 2. Importing
large images from both local and remote
folders are supported. 3. Support 15 online
stock sites to provide the latest and most
popular images. 4. Easily manage and update
the images and remove them at any time. 5.
Many filters, add effects like vignette, cutout,
negative, saturation, hue etc. 6. "Stamp out" a
paper-like texture to the background, add any
photos to the stamps as frames. 7. Saving the
image in format compatible with SD card,
micro SD card, MMC card. 8. Overlay two
images, or join two images into a layered
graphic 2edc1e01e8



Simple Image Manipulator

[b]Interface & Design:[/b] Simple Image
Manipulator provides a simple, clean, elegant
look with a powerful toolset. [b]Features:[/b]
[b]Powerful Tools:[/b] Simple Image
Manipulator provides twelve powerful tools
with loads of options in order to allow you to
make the most of every single image. -Color &
Lighting: -Color Splitting -Color Balance -
Color Tone -Light Blend [b]Painting Tools:[/b]
-Curves -B&W -Gray Scale -S&H -Blur -
Sharpen -Gaussian Blur -Sharpen to B&W -
LUT (Look Up Table) -LUT for Hue [b]Zoom &
Pan:[/b] -Zoom (Window & Pixel) -Straighten -
Rotate -Flip -Rotate with Center -Create
Custom Matrix -Image Overlaps -Image Align
-Crop -Slice -Send to New Window
[b]FilmStrip Tool:[/b] -Adjust Film Style -
Adjust Orientation -Rotate and Flip -Create
Custom LUT (Look Up Table) [b]Stamps &
Sticker Tools:[/b] -Adjust Sticker Shape -
Adjust Stamp Size -Create Custom Sticker



LUT -Stamp Color -Rotate -Rotate Reverse -
Reversed Stamp -Stamp Rotated -Create
Custom LUT (Look Up Table) [b]Effects:[/b] -
Blur -Refocus -Crop -Colorization -Spot
Enhancer -Lambert Light -Smoke -Blur With
Color -Convert to Grayscale -Posterization -
Posterization Low -Posterization High -
Pixelization -Pixelization Low -Pixelization
High -Filter Effects -Lens Effects -Outlines -
Opaque -Clear -Combine -Darken -Blur With
Color -Convert to Grayscale -High Contrast -
Burn -Lighten -Halftone -Gamma Correction -
Print Screen -Save as Picture -Capture Photo
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What's New in the?

Basic Features: * More than 100+ unique
Image Manipulation Tools (High Quality),
including Adjust Brightness/Contrast, Adjust
White Balance, Adjust Color/Shading, Apply
Image Filter, Stylize, Add Text, Merge
Images, Burn, Simulate Curves, Transform
Images, Apply Lens Distortion, Rotate,
Retouch, Create Polaroid, Stamps, and Movie
Strip. * The Best Image Editing Performance,
Some of the images you can create with this
application can take up to 20 minutes or less!
* Professional-Quality Images With All of the
Features, For Less than 20 Dollars. * High
Quality Performance and speed, Able to edit
up to a high resolution image in less than 30
seconds. * Helpful and clear instruction
videos and tutorials, Allows you to learn how
to edit your images and create digital
masterpieces, Including * Using the best color
picker, * Using simple and easy to use color
wheels, * Picking colors based on RGB, *



Mixing colors, * HSL/HSV color, * Hue-
Saturation-Luminance, * The channel mixer, *
The color wheel, * The palette window, *
Selections, * Sample images, * Viewing the
available tools, * Crop tool, * Layers, *
Trimming the corners, * Trimming the edges,
* Aligning and choosing alignments, * How to
change the text size, * The useful tool
windows, * The lasso tool, * The magic wand
tool, * The rectangle tool, * Adding a mask, *
Removing the background,



System Requirements For Simple Image Manipulator:

Minimum: Mac: OS X v10.6.8 or later
Windows: Vista or later Memory: 2 GB of
RAM DirectX®: Version 9.0 HDD: 4 GB free
space Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz
Recommended: Mac: OS X v10.7.5 or later
Windows: Windows 7 Memory: 4 GB of RAM
HDD: 10 GB free space Process
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